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Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a well studied and diverse class of 

environmental toxicants.  PAHs act via the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), and studies have 

suggested that PAHs may elicit neurological and estrogenic effects.  Doses of PAHs between 50 

to 150 ppm may elicit neurotoxicity in rodent models. The present study investigated the effects 

of naphthalene on in vivo steroidogenesis in Swiss Webster male mice, and in vitro neural 

function of Balb-C/ICR mice frontal cortex neurons. These data suggest that naphthalene may 

not elicit steroidogenic effects at concentrations ranging from 0.2 to 25 mg/kg/day, following a 7 

day subcutaneous dosing regime.  In addition, naphthalene may cause functional toxicity of 

frontal cortex neurons at concentrations of 32 to 160 ppm naphthalene. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS (PAHs) 

1.1     What are PAHs? 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a widely studied and diverse class of 

environmental toxicants.  PAHs are ubiquitous in the environment, and their physical and 

chemical properties have lead to their characterization as potential toxicants (Thorsen et al., 

2004).  The toxicity of PAHs is dependent upon the structural orientation, chemical nature, and 

routes of exposure of the compounds.  These chemicals do not readily dissolve in water, are 

highly lipophillic, and readily cross the plasma membranes (D’Adamo et al., 1997) (Figure 1).  

They induce a number of adverse effects in vivo to include, but not limited to, genotoxicity, 

immunotoxicity, reproductive toxicity, and carcinogenicity (WHO, 1998).  Polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons that easily vaporize (e.g. naphthalene) have a variety of fumigant uses, such as 

insecticidal soil fumigants (EPA, 2003). Developing literature identifies PAHs as environmental 

endocrine disruptors (Santodonato, 1997). The primary risk currently associated with exposure to 

PAHs is cancer, which is a consequence of the mutagenic nature of the bio-activated forms of 

PAHs (Arcaro et al., 1999). 

 

1.2     Where are PAHs Found? 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are produced and released into the environment during 

the incomplete combustion of coal, oil, wood, garbage, gas and other organic compounds (Lee et 

al., 1992). PAHs are also released during manufacturing and industrial activities, such as 

aluminum, iron and steel production, and mining (Lee et al., 1992). Some PAHs are intentionally 

used in the production of medications, dyes, plastics, and pesticides.  Crystalline naphthalene is 
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used as a moth repellant and as a deodorizer for diaper pails and in toilets (U.S. EPA, 2003). 

PAHs can be found in substances such as crude oil, coal, coal tar pitch, creosote, and roofing tar. 

They have been detected at low levels in cigarette smoke and motor vehicle emissions.  Various 

cooking processes such as barbequing, broiling, frying, or grilling, increase the amount of PAHs 

in food (Phillips, 1999).   

These compounds are characterized as being volatile (e.g. Naphthalene), semi-volatile 

(e.g. Fluroanthene), or particulate pollutants, indicating that atmospheric transport and/or 

exposure is likely possible (WHO, 1998). The major routes of exposure to PAHs in the general 

population are from inhalation of ambient and indoor air, eating food containing PAHs, and 

cigarette smoke.   

Naphthalene 

—MW: 128.16 g/mol 

—LogKow: 3.0-3.59 

   Figure 1: Structure of physical and chemical properties of naphthalene. 

 

1.3     What are the Modes of Action for PAHs? 

PAHs act directly via the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) as well as signaling via 

receptor crosstalk (WHO, 1998). PAHs are considered inducers, substrates, and inhibitors of 

cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYP).  Both CYP1A1 and CYP1B1 enzymes have been shown to 

metabolize PAHs, and the metabolites can directly affect signaling through estrogen receptor 

alpha (ERα) activation (Pliskova et al., 2005). Hydroxylated metabolites activate both ER-

dependent reporter genes, and ER-regulated endogenous genes (Peron et al, 2006). Previous 

information has indicated that PAHs may also alter N-methyl-  -aspartate receptor (NMDA) and 
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serotonin and dopamine levels, which could lead to changes in neurological and behavioral 

parameters (Gesto et al., 2008).   

Three mechanisms have been proposed for genomic interference of steroid hormone-

mediated transcription via the aryl hydrocarbon receptor.  Mechanism A indicates that inhibitory 

xenobiotic response elements (iXREs) located near estrogen response elements (EREs), cause 

competition between ER and AhR for limiting cofactors.  The aryl hydrocarbon receptor out-

competes ER for the cofactors resulting in decreased transcription of ER target genes.  

Mechanism B indicates that ligand bound AhR in the cytoplasm undergoes a conformational 

change, causing the release of proteins that activates the ER via signal transduction, in the 

absence of estradiol. The phosphorylated ER can then diffuse into the nuclear membrane and 

initiate transcription of target genes.  Mechanism C states that ligand bound AhR releases 

proteins that cause proteosomal degradation of the estrogen receptor.  The exact mechanism for 

protesomal degradation of the estrogen receptor via the aryl hydrocarbon receptor is unknown 

(Balaguer et al., 2010; Fischer et al., 2005).     

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are thought to elicit oxidative stress via the formation 

of DNA adducts (Kubinski et al., 2003).  This oxidative stress may correlate well with studies 

demonstrating cytotoxic affects of PAHs in utero, and in sertoli cells (Kubinski et al., 2003).  

Benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) is the most extensively studied of the PAH compounds and its cytotoxic 

affects have been investigated in many animal studies.  According to Kubinski et al., (2003), 

concentrations as low as 10 μM BaP caused a decrease in embryonic development. BaP-induced 

embryo toxicity was demonstrated by the oxidation of DNA, protein, glutathione, and lipids 

(Wells et al., 1997).  Studies have shown that mice exposed to BaP in utero demonstrated 

marked alterations in gametogenesis and folliculogenesis and a dramatic decrease in the size of 
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the gonads, including the reduction in the size of seminiferous tubules in males (Kubinski et al., 

2003).  The study conducted by Arcaro et al. (1999), examined 14 polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbon fractions from the St. Lawrence River (SLR) and Kinderhook Creek (KC) (e.g. 

naphthalene, benzo(a)pyrene, fluroanthene) for estrogenic and anti-estrogenic activity, and 

demonstrated that there was inhibition in the development of estrogen-dependent factors in the 

MCF-7 cell line cultures (Arcaro et al., 1999).  The study concluded that there were PAH 

fractions from the KC and SLR that were anti-estrogenic.  The PAHs detected in the KC and the 

SLR environmental samples induced anti-estrogenic responses in metabolically intact human 

breast cancer cells through at least two mechanisms: one that involved competition with the ER, 

and the other involving depletion of E2 through metabolism (Arcaro et al., 1999). 

 

1.4     Previous Studies and Research Efforts 

In vivo data on PAHs is limited, with the available neurological and estrogenic data being 

highly variable.  According to Kummer et al. (2008), in vitro and in vivo studies both seem to 

yield highly divergent data as it applies to the estrogenic nature of PAHs (Kummer et al., 2008).  

It has been found that PAHs may have estrogenic effects on hormone producing and/or hormone 

sensitive tissues (namely the pituitary, hypothalamus, and uterus).  Research has shown an 

increase in uterine wet weight, as well as hypertrophy in luminal epithelium following PAH 

exposures in rats (Kummer et al., 2008).   However, the genotoxic affects of PAHs may induce 

substantial DNA damage through formation of covalent DNA adducts, leading to the induction 

of apoptosis  (Baird et al., 1999), which could hinder the proliferative response of target tissues 

to PAHs (Kummer et al, 2008). The impact of PAHs on ER-dependent cell proliferation in target 

tissues is said to be highly controversial due to the genotoxic effects of the compounds, as well 
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as the fact that PAHs could also affect metabolism of estrogen through modulation of the 

expression of metabolizing enzymes (e.g. cytochrome P450) (Kummer et al., 2008).  Selected 

PAHs elicited uterotrophic effects in immature Wistar rats at a dose of 10mg/kg/day (Kummer et 

al., 2008).  Male mice exposed to BaP (10 mg/kg body weight) impregnated 35% fewer females 

than did control males (Mackenzie et al., 1981).  Studies have shown many PAHs to be known or 

suspected carcinogens, with benzo (a) pyrene (BaP) being one of the first PAHs classified as a 

chemical carcinogen (EPA, 2006).  Since this discovery, the EPA has further been able to 

classify various PAHs as chemical carcinogens, possessing tumor initiating or tumor promoting 

properties (WHO, 1998).  These properties may also elicit some carcinogenic properties via 

endocrine disruption.  PAHs have been reported to possess both estrogenic and anti-estrogenic 

properties, although signaling mechanisms still remain unclear (Pliskova et al., 2005).  It can be 

hypothesized, that these compounds display a stimulatory or inhibitory effect on proliferation of 

steroid hormone sensitive cells and/or tissues.  The cytotoxic effects of PAHs can be linked to 

either AhR receptor-PAH interactions, or crosstalk between PAH bound AhRs and steroid 

hormone receptors.  This thesis focused on investigating the impact of selected polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons on steroid hormone production in mice, and evaluating the functional 

neural toxicity of the compounds in lieu of their genotoxic, cytotoxic, estrogenic and anti-

estrogenic properties. 

 There are relatively few experimental studies available that have examined the 

neurological effects of naphthalene.  Two studies, one using rabbits and the other using pregnant 

rats, noted behavioral signs of neurotoxicity following PAH exposure (EPA, 2003). These signs 

of neurotoxicity included, lethargy, inability to move, slow respiration, and labored breathing, 

and apnea, at doses ranging from 50 to 450 mg/kg-day in rabbits and 50 to 150 mg/kg/day in 
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pregnant rats (EPA, 1998).  Clinical studies have also been conducted showing neurotoxicity 

following ingestion of naphthalene found in household pesticides (e.g. mothballs).  Kruz (1987) 

reported a study where a 40-year old woman ingested mothballs and presented with symptoms of 

malaise and decreased response to pain (EPA, 2003). 

 

1.5     Objective 

 Given the potential for exposure and the lack of relevant data, the objective of this 

research is to investigate the impact of selected polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons on frontal 

cortex neurons in vitro, as well as on in vivo endocrine signaling. Functional neural toxicity will 

also be evaluated by assessing potential recovery of neural cells back to reference level activity 

following naphthalene exposure. 

 Specific aims: 

1. Determine the functional neural toxicity of naphthalene.  

  Identifying the response of neural cells to the exposure of a representative PAH 

(naphthalene) will determine if the compound produces an excitatory or inhibitory effect on 

mean spikes/minute.  

2.  Determine the impact of naphthalene on 17β-estradiol (E2), testosterone (T), 
and steroid hormone metabolite production in mice following subcutaneous 
injection. 

 
  Investigating the endocrine response to naphthalene exposure in vivo can further 

characterize the stimulatory or inhibitory effects of PAHs on steroid hormone production. 

 The specific aims will be achieved by testing the following hypotheses: 

• Naphthalene does not elicit functional neural toxicity in frontal cortex neurons. 
 
• Naphthalene will not change the murine production of steroid hormones (e.g. 

testosterone, and estradiol) in vivo.
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CHAPTER 2 

EXTRACELLULAR RECORDING 

2.1     Introduction to Neuroscience and PAHs 

 Neurological studies on the effects of PAHs have indicated behavioral changes with no 

exposure-related histological changes at various concentrations of the compounds.  Nausea, 

headache, malaise, and confusion were reported in several individuals exposed to large numbers 

of mothballs (composed of naphthalene) in their homes (Linick, 1983).  The mothball exposure 

study indicated a concentration of 20 ppb naphthalene in a few of the subjects (Linick, 1983).  

Studies have shown that infants are prone to permanent neurological damage (kernicterus) as a 

consequence of the jaundice that results from naphthalene-induced hemolysis (EPA, 2003).  In 

animals, there were no gross or histopathological lesions on the brain observed in mice (NTP, 

1992) or rats (Abdo et al., 2001; NTP, 2000) exposed for 2 years to naphthalene concentrations 

as high as 30 ppm or 60 ppm, respectively.  In a study on male Wistar rats, results indicated that 

a decreased sensitivity to pain occurred after 4-hour inhalation exposures to 44 ppm and 61 ppm 

1-methylnaphthalene, or 70 ppm and 90 ppm 2-methylnaphthalene, but not after exposure to 26 

ppm 1-methylnaphthalene or 39 ppm 2-methylnaphthalene (Korsak et al., 1998). 

 

2.2     Introduction to the Extracellular Recording 

Information on the methodology involved in the extracellular recording, as well as cell 

extraction techniques, were obtained from the Center for Network Neuroscience (CNNS) 

archives at the University of North Texas.  
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2.2.1 Methods/Life Support for Neuronal Cultures 

Timed pregnancy Balb-C/ICR mice were obtained from Harlan Sprague Dawley Inc. and 

frontal cortex tissues were dissociated from embryos at the age of E16-17.  Cortices were minced 

mechanically, enzymatically digested with papain, and triturated.  Cortices were then combined 

with Dulbecco’s modified minimal essential medium (DMEM) supplemented with 5% fetal 

bovine serum and 5% horse serum, and seeded at 80K cells (all cell types present in the parent 

tissue) per ml on a micro-electrode plate (MEP) (Figure 2).  All cells were maintained in a 37ºC 

incubator under a humidified atmosphere of 10% CO2 in air.  The care and use of animals, as 

well as all procedures involving animals in this study were approved by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee of the University of North Texas.  

 

Figure 2: Figure of the stepwise process for obtaining neural cells from Balb-C/ICR mice, and 
seeding of cells on a microelectrode apparatus. Adapted from the CNNS archives. 
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Micro-electrode plates were incorporated into a recording apparatus that included a 

stainless steel chamber block, a heated ITO-coated glass cover cap, and a base plate connected to 

a DC power source to maintain a constant temperature at 37° C (via power resistors). The 

preamplifiers (32 channels per side, amplification factor×100) were situated on an inverted 

microscope stage, and connected to a second stage amplification box housing 64 main amplifiers 

and digital signal processors (DSPs) (Figure 3).   

 
 
Figure 3: Chamber housing frontal cortex neurons.  A: DC heating. B: Electrical connection to 
monitor spontaneous activity. C: Connection for flow of water into the chamber. D: Connection 
for flow of 10% CO2 in air to maintain pH levels. 

 
An electrical connection is made with the plate to record and visualize spontaneous activity 

(action potentials) produced by the network.  After MEA assembly, a complete medium change 

D 

C 

B 

A 
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(consisting of fresh DMEM with 6% horse serum) was performed to provide a reference activity 

state.  Immediately following the medium change, the network activity was monitored for 15–45 

minutes to obtain a stable baseline in terms of spike activity (termed “reference activity”).  

Osmolality (mOsmol/kg) and pH readings were obtained and observed over the course of the 

experiment.  Water was introduced into the chamber at a rate of 70 μl/min in an attempt to 

maintain osmolality within narrow limits (approximately 330-350 mOsmol/kg). Following the 

achievement of a stable reference plateau, aliquots of naphthalene were applied to the cells.  

Mean spikes per minute were determined from each response plateau following exposure to 

naphthalene, and compared to the reference activity to calculate percent change for each episode 

of drug application.  Naphthalene was dissolved in a pure polar solvent (e.g. DMSO; maintained 

at 1-4% in medium) to make a 100 mM stock. The percent changes in spike rate from reference 

activity were summarized into a table for analysis.  A solvent experiment was also conducted and 

experimental results obtained were compared to previous literature on DMSO’s effects on neural 

activity.  This ensured that any experimental response that was observed was due to incremental 

increases in the dosing concentrations of naphthalene, and not due to an increase in the 

concentration of DMSO carrier. 

 

2.3     Insight into the Extracellular Recording  

  As stated earlier in the thesis, cortices were combined with Dulbecco’s modified minimal 

essential medium (DMEM), which contains many of the components found in mammalian serum 

for nutrients to the cells. Dissociated tissues were seeded on a micro electrode array (MEA) and 

allowed to grow into networks for 3-4 weeks. The networks become spontaneously active at 

approximately 2 weeks and are considered mature at 3-4 weeks. The primary 
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electrophysiological readout is the change in normal spontaneous neural activity (considered 

reference activity). The signal output from the extracellular recording is significantly reduced as 

compared to the signal output for the intracellular action potential. The intracellular neural cell 

activity (action potentials) is on the scale of milivolts (mV), while the output received from the  

extracellular recording is on the scale of microvolts (μV) (Figure 4). 

 Extracellular recordings are more feasible for biological studies and less invasive than 

intracellular recordings. The extracellular recording allows for a thorough study of bursting 

durations and amplitudes, as well as spike rate behaviors (Fagan and Andrew, 1990).  The 

system notes timestamps for each neuron as the neuron crosses threshold, indicating an action 

potential (Figure A.1). The timestamps are taken over time and converted into mean spikes per 

Figure 4: Visual depiction of the intracellular and extracellular action potentials as well as the 
difference in electrical output strength between the two signals. Adapted from the CNNS 
archives. 
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minute.  The extracellular recording permits the long term monitoring of action potentials 

generated from 64 recording sites.  The recording permits the monitoring of chemical changes in 

the medium.  An electrophysiological recording also evaluates an action potential by examining 

the depolarization and re-polarization of the cells and is an accurate measure of functional 

toxicity.  The electrophysiological extracellular recording provides a direct evaluation of sodium 

and potassium currents.  The output is the negative slope of the intracellular action potential that 

occurs within the neural cells.   

 

2.4     Methods 

  Naphthalene, and di-methyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from the Sigma Chemical 

Co. (St. Louis, MO) at the highest level of available purity.    The 100 mM stock solution of 

naphthalene made in DMSO, was diluted into 80 mM, 40 mM, 20 mM, and 10 mM stock 

solutions for dosing of frontal cortex neurons.  Frontal cortex neurons were dosed with 

naphthalene at concentrations ranging from 62.5 micromolar to 1000 micromolar.  Life support 

for cultures after setup included, temperature maintained at approximately 37°C, initial 

osmolality ranging from 330-350 (mOsmol/kg), pH at approximately 7.4, and water flow at 70 

μl/hour. Approximately 0.3 ml of native medium from the culture was drawn into a 3 ml syringe.  

Immediately following, a corresponding micro-molar naphthalene dose was injected into the 

syringe for even mixing of stock solution with native medium.  Finally, another small volume of 

native medium was drawn from the culture into the syringe for further mixing before injection of 

the mixture into the culture.  Changes in mean spikes/minute over each dosing concentration 

were averaged and standard deviations were calculated.  The response of the cultures to 

naphthalene exposure was plotted in a dose response curve, and an IC50 was estimated at ~510.3 
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to 829.5 μM (GraphPad version 5.0) (Figure 5).  A wash or medium change was done following 

dosing on some cultures to assess recovery of frontal cortex neurons back to reference activity.  

Cultures were then scanned with a microscope to search for any bacterial contamination, 

formation of crystals, and/or glial or neural cell death following naphthalene dosing.   

 

2.5     Results 

  Table 1 is a compilation of data from in vitro study including, experiment number, age of 

culture in days (ranging from 17 to 69 days), number of active channels (active neurons) per 

culture ranging from 6 to 25 units, and percent inhibition of mean spikes per minute from 

reference activity.  Mean percent inhibition of mean spikes per minute for individual dosing 

concentrations are shown with standard deviations from mean.  

Figure 5: Dose response curve showing the response of frontal cortex neurons to 
naphthalene.  Plot shows the percent inhibition of mean spikes rate per minute (Table 1) when 
exposed to between 250 μM to 1500 μM naphthalene (Log (X) of μM naphthalene doses are 
given) (GraphPad Prism version 5.0). 
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Table 1: Summary of naphthalene dosing experiments, depicting response of frontal cortex 
neurons to chemical exposure. (+) Indicates excitatory effect linked to various concentrations of 
naphthalene.  Table shows the type of cells used in each experiment (FC: frontal cortex), 
experiment number, the number of active neurons (units), and the age of the culture in days.  
 

Evaluation of percent change 
in mean spikes/minute.   
    62.5 250 500 625 850 1000 1250 1500 
 
 
Cells 

Exp 
no. 

Age 
(days) Units Percent Inhibition of mean spike rate/minute 

FC 
CC 
011 61 25 

+ 
28.0        

FC 

CC 
023
A 33 18 

+ 
25.1 14.5 32.1 36.9 55.5 100   

FC 

CC 
023
B 33 8 

+ 
40.8  27.3 36.7 56.6 100   

FC 
CC 
028 29 18  35.6 38.0   100   

FC 
CC 
032 23 8  21.4  41.1  100   

FC 
CC 
034 17 6 11.4 23.7   71.1  100 100 

FC 

CC 
035
D 30 12      100 100 100 

Mean   

 
+ 
20.6 23.8 32.4 38.2 61.1 100 100 100 

SD   
  
22.4 7.6 5.4 2.5 8.7 0 0 0 

 

 Following naphthalene exposure at the lowest dosing concentration (62.5 μM) there was 

an increase in neural activity (mean spikes per minute) in some of the cultures.  As naphthalene 

concentrations increased, it was observed that there was a decrease in neural activity compared 

to reference.  At naphthalene concentrations of 1000 μM and above, there was a total loss of 
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neural activity (mean spikes/minute).  Figure 6 shows an experiment reflecting the response of 

the cultures to naphthalene. 

   

 

 

 
 
 
 
2.5.1 Solvent Effects 

The lipophillic nature of naphthalene required the use of an amphipathic vehicle (DMSO) 

in these experiments.  A previous study adapted from Dian (2004) indicated that a slight increase 

in burst rate and mean spikes per minute of frontal cortex cultures occurred at up to 1 %  DMSO.  

According to the study each application of DMSO was followed by an excitatory state lasting 

from 20 to 40 minutes, with a return to near reference activity, and did not result in unit loss.   

Figure 6: Shows the response of frontal cortex neurons to naphthalene exposure. The 
diagram includes mean spikes per minute, and number of active channels, plotted over time 
(Vernac 6.0). 

Reference 
Activity + 
Bicuculline 

63 
μM  

250 
μM  

500 
μM  

625 
μM  

825 
μM  

  Active Channels 
 
  Mean spikes/minute 

 

Naphthalene dosing concentrations 
EXP #: CC023A 
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Figure 7:  Figure of the response of frontal cortex cultures to DMSO.  (A) Spike and burst 
rate plot shows a slight increase in response to DMSO up to 20 µl.  (B) Spontaneous spiking 
and bursting increases were not significant when compared to the reference period as 
indicated by a two way Student’s t-test (p < 0.05, n = pooled data from 1 SC and 4 FC 
cultures, compared to ± 15% max variance in reference activity). (C) Burst duration, and 
integrated burst amplitude, were not significantly affected by DMSO, with the exception of 
the 2 µl application (∗). Adapted from Dian (2004). 
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This data led to a DMSO exposure study to further elucidate the effects that the solvent had on 

frontal cortex neurons. The exposure study conducted in this thesis included an introduction of 

single dose applications of pure DMSO to frontal cortex cultures.  Neural activity was allowed to 

stabilize following dosing to obtain an accurate reading of the change in mean spikes per minute.  

The changes in mean spikes per minute were averaged.  Dosing concentrations ranged from 

0.2% to 3.75%.    

Dian’s (2004) data showed that the main effects of DMSO were an excitation of spike 

and burst rates at up to ~127.9 µM DMSO and inhibition at ~191.9 µM DMSO, but were not 

significant when compared to reference activity (two-way Student’s t-test, p<0.05, Figure 7) 

(Dian, 2004).  Data from Dian’s (2004) study was compared to data from our solvent control 

study (Figure 8), which reflected an overall excitation in mean spikes per minute from reference 

activity at DMSO levels of up to 3.75%.  The results of our study were not statistically 

significant, with exception to DMSO doses of 1.25% and 3.75%, which were highly statistically 

significant (One-way ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis test, p<0.001**, Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8: Response of frontal 
cortex cultures to DMSO vehicle.  
The plot shows an excitation in 
mean spikes/minute from 
reference activity in response to up 
to 3.75% DMSO.   Changes in 
mean spikes per minute when 
compared with reference activity 
were not statistically significant, 
with the exception of DMSO doses 
of 1.25% and 3.75%, which were 
highly statistically significant 
(One-way ANOVA, Kruskal-
Wallis test p<0.001**).  

**  ** 
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2.5.2 Recovery 
 

Functional neural toxicity for this thesis was defined as a significant loss in neural 

activity, which did not result in neural cell death.  The phenomenon can be characterized by the 

complete loss in a neurons ability to fire action potentials following exposure to chemicals that 

does not result in cytotoxicity.  Following naphthalene exposure of doses of 1000 μM and above, 

a full medium change was done on some cultures to wash cells and remove naphthalene from 

neurons and medium.  Other cultures were not washed and naphthalene was allowed to remain in 

solution to determine if activity resumed due to normal physiological processes (e.g. 

metabolism).  Washed and unwashed cells were left for approximately 24 hours to analyze 

possible recovery (washed cells), or spontaneous recovery (unwashed cells) of neural activity 

back to reference activity.  Table 2 shows the age of each culture (ranging from 17 to 33 days), 

percent recovery of mean spikes/minute back to reference activity following naphthalene 

exposure, time in minutes for bursting activity to stabilize, and the duration of stabilized bursting 

in minutes following naphthalene exposure. 

Data from experiments compiled in Table 2, indicate that washed cultures returned back 

to reference activity more rapidly than cultures that were allowed to spontaneously recover.  

Data also indicates that maximum recovery of unwashed neural cells was approximately 50 % of 

reference activity, while maximum recovery for washed cells was up to 95% of reference 

activity. 
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Table 2: Summary of experiments investigating the recovery of frontal cortex neurons back to 
reference activity following naphthalene exposure.  Experiments CC023- CC032 represent 
experiments investigating spontaneous recovery (no medium change) of cultures back to 
reference activity following Naphthalene exposure.  Experiments CC034-CC035B in the chart 
represent experiments investigating recovery of neurons back to reference activity following one 
wash (one full medium change). 

Experiment 
number 

Age of culture 
(days) 

Percent recovery 
to Reference 

Time until 
Plateau (min.) 

Duration of 
Plateau (min.) 

CC023 33 0 - 0 
CC028 28 50.1 125 25 
CC032 23 50.4 50 20 
CC034 17 45.5 25 5 
CC035A 30 95 25 15 
CC035B 30 73.2 30 10 
 

 

2.5.3 Single Dose Application Vs. Sequential Additions of Naphthalene 

Sequential applications of naphthalene at a concentration of 825 μM in frontal cortex 

neural cultures, resulted in an inhibition in neural activity ranging from 55.5 % to 71.1 % of 

reference activity, with a mean and standard deviation of 61.1% and 8.7% respectively.  The 

dose response curve shown in Figure 5 indicated an IC50 of ~ 510.3 μM to 829.5 μM 

naphthalene (GraphPad Prism version 5.0).  An IC50 of approximately 725 μM naphthalene was 

estimated based on data from the sequential applications of naphthalene, and the IC50 given 

from the dose response curve in Figure 5.  Studies were conducted to determine if a single dose 

application of naphthalene was more efficacious than sequential applications of naphthalene in 

frontal cortex cultures (Figures 9 and 10).  Figure 9 (Experiment no. CC027) reflects a single 

experiment conducted to evaluate the estimated IC50 of naphthalene in frontal cortex cultures.  

The results indicated that at a 725 μM single dose application of naphthalene, there was a 

decrease in neural activity (mean spikes/minute) of 45.6% from reference activity.  Figure 10A-
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C (experiments CC035 A-C) shows three experiments conducted on one frontal cortex culture.  

One medium change was done following each 725 μM single dose application of naphthalene, 

and left for at least thirty minutes.  This allowed the bursting activity and mean spikes/minute to 

stabilize, and a new reference activity level was then established.  The results of the experiments 

shown in Figure 10 indicate that the 725 μM naphthalene dose caused decreases in mean 

spikes/minute ranging from 63.6% to 8.0.5% from reference.  The results of the studies were 

highly statistically significant based on a two-tailed t-test, Mann-Whitney test (p<0.001**).  

Figure 10 showed that a single dose application of naphthalene elicited a higher percent 

inhibition of mean spikes/minute from reference activity level, when compared to the single 

study shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: The plot shows the response of frontal cortex neurons to 725 μM dose of naphthalene 
(single dose). The plot shows reference activity for the culture and the change in activity 
following naphthalene dosing. Change in mean spikes per minute from reference activity, was 
highly statistically significant (p<0.001**). 

• Error bars are 
standard deviations 
from the mean 
(indicating 
fluctuations in 
minute means).  
(Two-tailed t-test, 
Mann-Whitney 
test, p<0.001**). 

45.62%  
Decrease in 
reference activity 

** 

EXP NO.: CCOO27 
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Figure 10: The plot shows three experiments conducted on one frontal cortex culture.  The 
experiments show the response of frontal cortex neurons to a single dose application of 725 μM 
naphthalene.  The inhibition in mean spikes per minute from reference activity was highly 
statistically significant (p<0.001**). 

 
 

2.5.4 Measure of Change in Cultures 

Conditions of study were not limited to life support for the frontal cortex cultures.  Some 

cultures in the study were treated with bicuculline while others were not.  The change in the total 

number of active units, and the occurrence of neural and/or glial cell death following 

naphthalene exposure were also investigated in the study.  Table 3 indicates the conditions of the 

study, including, channel (units/neural activity) loss following exposure to various doses of 

naphthalene.  The number of active units lost ranged from 2 to 8 units at naphthalene 

concentrations from 625 μM naphthalene to 850 μM naphthalene.  No glial or neural cell death 

• Error bars are 
standard deviations 
from the mean 
(indicating 
fluctuations in 
minute means).  
(Two-way t-test, 
Mann-Whitney 
test, p<0.001**). 

A 
B 

C 

EXP NO.: CCOO35A-C 

 **  **  ** 
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was observed following exposure naphthalene, to include doses indicating channel activity loss 

(Table 3).  Mean duration of time between dose application and change in neural activity (spike 

rate) ranged from 1 minute to 4.3 minutes.  

Bicuculline is a competitive antagonist of the gamma amino-butyric acid (GABA) 

receptor, which causes an increase in mean spikes per minute, and an increase in stabilized 

bursting of neurons.  The compound stabilizes bursting activity, and creates a steady plateau in 

neural activity to establish consistent reference activity bursting.  Studies were done to determine 

if blockage of the GABA receptor via bicuculline interferes with naphthalene’s effects on neural 

activity (Table 3).   

Table 3:  Summary of conditions and change in frontal cortex cultures following naphthalene 
exposure. Experiments CC035A-C represent single dose applications of naphthalene, while other 
cells represent sequential additions of naphthalene.  The figure shows the decrease in neural 
activity that occurred following naphthalene exposure, which did not result in glial or neural cell 
death.  The figure also shows the mean duration of time until a change in mean spikes per minute 
occurred, and number of channels lost at various μM concentrations of naphthalene.  Chart also 
shows experiment number and if bicuculline was used in the study. 
 
Experiment 

number 
Neural 

cell death 
Glial 
cell 

death 

Number of channels 
lost at various μM 
concentrations of 

naphthalene 

Mean duration of 
time until change 

in mean 
spikes/minute 

following 
naphthalene 

exposure (min.) 

Bicuculline 
(10mM) 

CC011 None None None recorded - 2 X 
CC023A None None 850 μM 2 1 X 
CC023B None None 850 μM 2 1 X 
CC028 None None 650 μM 4 2.3 X 
CC032 None None 850 μM 2 4.3 X 
CC034  None None 850 μM - 2 X 
CC035 A None None 725 μM 5 1 - 
CC035 B None None 725 μM 8 2 - 
CC035 C None None 725 μM 8 1 X 
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Figure 10 reflects a plot of experiment number CC035A-C where the cells were treated with 

bicuculline with the exception of CC035C.  Figure 10A shows an 80.5% decrease in neural 

activity from reference activity, while Figure 10B displays a 74.88% decrease in neural activity 

from reference activity.  Figure 10C shows only a 63.61% decrease in mean spikes per minute 

from reference activity, which was slightly lower than the percent inhibitions of mean spikes per 

minute from reference activity seen in Figures 10A and 10B.  This suggests that naphthalene 

may have some inhibitory effects on neural activity by actions via the GABA receptor. 

 

2.6     Discussion 

  Understanding how organisms generate action potentials and the physiological, 

histological, and behavioral response that occurs with a change in neural activity provides a base 

for organizing neural exposure studies. There are many studies demonstrating the effects of 

chemical exposure to neuronal cells.  These studies routinely use cell viability or other 

biochemical measures as an indicator of an adverse effect (CNNS archives). Previous studies 

established that naphthalene exposure elicited some neurological effects in human, rat, and rabbit 

studies, but these were presented as behavioral effects.  The lack of data on the cellular effects of 

naphthalene in vivo or in vitro left gaps in the research, which led to an effort to distinguish what 

cellular effects if any were occurring within the neurons that could explain such behavioral 

changes in organisms. Data collected in this study indicated a trend in the change in neural 

activity following naphthalene exposure such that, as naphthalene concentrations in frontal 

cortex neurons increased, percent decrease in neural activity from reference activity increased as 

well.  The variations in the response of different cultures, namely experiment number CC032 

(Table 1), could be attributed to age based effects.  This experiment involved the use of a culture 
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that was 17 days old.  This was the youngest culture used in the study, and although the networks 

become active at two weeks, the cells are not considered mature until 3 to 4 weeks, as stated 

earlier in this thesis study.  The variation in the results seen in experiment CC032 could be 

attributed to the lack of maturity of the culture.  

 The use of a moderately lipophillic chemical such as naphthalene requires an 

amphiphathic solvent vehicle.  In an attempt to assess solvent effects on neural activity, a DMSO 

solvent control test was performed.  The results revealed that the overall response of frontal 

cortex neurons to solvent vehicle exposure was a slight increase in mean spike rate per minute.  

The DMSO solvent control test (Figure 7), as compared to Dian’s (2004) data for a solvent 

control test (Figure 8), suggests that the decrease in neural activity following naphthalene 

exposure at up to 1.5% DMSO vehicle may not be attributed to solvent interference.  Future 

research should be geared toward evaluating the effects of up to 5% DMSO exposure, in order to 

improve data focused on the effects of DMSO on neural cells, and the use of serum as a carrier 

for naphthalene in neural exposure studies.  

  Naphthalene has a logkow of 3.0 allowing for the compound to readily cross the cell 

membrane.  The mechanisms of action for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons discussed in the 

thesis shows that naphthalene works within the cell membrane at response elements suggesting a 

prolonged response time.  Data in this thesis showed a response to naphthalene at up to 4.3 

minutes in frontal cortex cultures following exposure, indicating that although lipophillic 

naphthalene readily crosses the plasma membrane, the chemical may be interacting with surface 

receptors.  Future research should be focused on discovering the exact mechanisms of action for 

naphthalene in frontal cortex neurons.  The data in this thesis study indicated that at increased 

concentrations of naphthalene (825 μM to 1000 μM), there was a significant loss in neural 
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activity.  This led to a study to compare the efficacy of a single dose application of naphthalene, 

to a sequential dose of naphthalene in frontal cortex cell cultures.  Single dose application of 725 

μM naphthalene appeared to be more efficacious than sequential additions of the chemical to the 

culture.  Although both dosing methods elicited response times between 1 minute and 4.3 

minutes following exposures to naphthalene, with no significant difference in response times 

(Table 3), it appeared that single dose applications caused a higher percent decrease in neural 

activity than sequential additions of the naphthalene to the cultures (Table 1, Figure 10).  The 

results of the studies evaluating the efficacy of a single dose application of naphthalene when 

compared to sequential additions of naphthalene in the culture could also be due to human error.  

New stock solutions of naphthalene were made between experiments depicted in Figures 9 and 

10.  Future research should be geared toward identifying a more exact IC50 concentration for 

naphthalene in frontal cortex neurons, and comparison of single dose of IC50 concentrations, 

versus sequential additions of the chemical.  

  It was hypothesized in the thesis that naphthalene would not cause functional neural 

toxicity of frontal cortex neurons.  However, data shows a notable trend in the decline in action 

potential generation, indicating that the compound causes functional neurotoxicity of the cells, 

with no glial or neural cell death following naphthalene dosing of up to 1500 μM.  Activity also 

returned back to up to 50% of reference activity when allowed to spontaneously recover, and up 

to 95% of reference activity following one wash.  Future research should be geared toward 

investigating possible 100% recovery of neurons back to reference activity by conducting two or 

more washes. 

  The research presented in this thesis is an effort to demonstrate the effects of polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons on neural activity.  The study provides a platform for future research on 
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toxicity of environmental pollutants to include: DMSO effects on neural activity, evaluating the 

use of serum as a solvent for naphthalene, mechanism of action for PAHs in neural cells, 

improving data on single dose application versus accumulation of PAHs in cultures, and 

attempting to obtain full recovery of neural activity following PAH exposure. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY-MASS SPECTROMETRY (LC) 

3.1     Introduction to LC-MS/MS Analysis of Steroid Hormones 

 Studies have shown that mice exposed to BaP in utero demonstrated marked alterations 

in gametogenesis and folliculogenesis, and a decrease in the size of the gonads (Kubinski et al., 

2003).  Rodent studies have linked toxic dose ranges with naphthalene exposures up to 150 

mg/kg/day (EPA, 1998).  Current studies have investigated the estrogenicity of the naphthalene, 

but few studies exist on freestanding forms of steroid hormones production following PAH 

exposures.  Given the lack of data on steroidogenesis in animal models following PAH exposure, 

the in vivo study in this thesis aims to increase the data on endocrine responses following 

naphthalene exposure.  

 Steroid hormones can be present at low concentrations in small samples resulting in the 

need for a highly specific method of analysis. Derivatization of steroid hormones changes the 

chemical structure of the compounds, resulting in high ionization efficiency and permitting 

steroid differentiation using mass spectrometry (Regal et al., 2009).  Liquid chromatography 

(LC) is the ideal method for analysis of steroid hormones in biological samples because the 

method is highly selective, sensitive, and accurate (Regal et al., 2009).  LC-MS allows for an 

efficient measurement of steroid hormones from serum with minimal background interference 

(Regal et al., 2009). 

 

3.2     Methods 

 Twenty-one Swiss Webster male mice (22-24g) were purchased from Charles Rivers 

Laboratories for a study to investigate the effects of naphthalene in vivo. The mice had access to 
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food and water ad libitum and were on a 12 hour light/12 hour dark schedule. The care and use 

of animals, as well as all procedures involving animals in this study were approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of North Texas. Naphthalene, 

and di-methyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from the Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO) 

at the highest level of available purity. Steroid hormones were purchased from Steraloids Inc. 

(New Port, RI) at their highest level of available purity. Mice were dosed with naphthalene stock 

solutions, created by dissolving scintillation grade naphthalene in pure DMSO, and was brought 

to dosing volume in pure corn oil.  Mice were dosed daily for 7 days via subcutaneous injections 

given in 0.2, 1.0, 5.0, 25 mg/kg/day doses of naphthalene, or with a 200 μl DMSO control dose.  

Mice were caged in groups of four and each cage of mice was assigned a dosing concentration to 

ensure dosing accuracy. 

 Upon completion of naphthalene dosing, blood was extracted from mice using a 

heparinized syringe via cardiac puncture following cervical dislocation.  Dosing was replicated 

within the study (4-5 mice for each dose) therefore only one sample per mouse was prepared and 

analyzed via mass spectrometry.  Blood samples from mice were centrifuged, and approximately 

200 μls of plasma were obtained from samples, and stored at -20°C.  Plasma samples from in 

vivo dosing study were thawed and allowed to come to room temperature before analysis by 

liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry/ mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).  All plasma 

samples were liquid-liquid extracted in ethyl acetate (twice).  Samples were then re-suspended in 

methanol for analysis of selected steroid hormones, using the Waters Separation Module 2695 

LC.  For the purposes of this study, liquid chromatography is the separation of analytes via a C-

18 Sunfire column.  The samples passed through a column, with methanol and water serving as 

the mobile phase.  The mobile phase of the analysis starts with a hydrophilic gradient (70% H2O 
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(with 0.1% formic acid)) (Table 4).  Under these conditions the column provides a hydrophobic 

environment for the analytes to bind.  As the mobile phase progresses, and the hydrophobicity of 

the column decreases, and the analyte comes off of the column. Each analyte has a different 

affinity for the column, and that affinity characterizes the analytes specific retention time. 

Images highlighting the chromatographic retention times were utilized for quantification of the 

selected steroid hormones.  As an additional level of specificity, and a method to reduce 

interference, the multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) of mass transitions (argon gas as a 

collision gas to fragment analytes into parent and daughter masses) were also utilized for 

quantification of the selected steroid hormones.  

Table 4: Displays gradient of mobile phase as samples move through the column.  This is used 
for evaluation of retention times and separation of analytes in each sample.  “A” consists of mili-
Q water with 0.1% formic acid.  “B” consists of methanol with 0.1% formic acid.  Table shows 
percentage of A and B at various times during mobile phase. 
 

Time 

(minutes) 

% A= Mili-Q water w/ 0.1% formic 

acid 

% B = Methanol w/ 0.1% formic 

acid 

0.0 70.0 30.0 

5.0 30.0 70.0 

15.0 5.0 95.0 

20.0 30.0 70.0 

25.0 70.0 30.0 

  

Serum was tested for, 17β-estradiol, and estrone, progesterone, testosterone, 17α-

OHprogestrone, progesterone, DHEA, and pregnenolone.  Serum samples were derivatized with 

hydroxylamine and D-ansyl chloride for testosterone steroids, and estrogen steroids respectively.  

Each sample was deuterated with their corresponding internal standards. Standards were 
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prepared and then analyzed via liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry to determine parts per 

billion (ppm) concentrations of selected analytes in each plasma sample.  Limits of quantification 

for both the hydroxylamine, and D-ansyl chloride methods were on the range of 0.039 ppb – 

0.156 ppb, which is within physiological relevance. 

 Mass spectrometry analyzer measured levels of testosterone, 17β-estradiol, and selected 

steroid intermediates present in each plasma sample.  Settings for measurement of steroid 

hormone analytes in each sample were consistent over both the methods irrespective of low mass 

and high mass resolutions, to evaluate levels of 17β-estradiol, estrone, progesterone, testosterone, 

17α-OHprogestrone, progesterone, DHEA, and pregnenolone.  Capillary voltage, de-clustering 

potential, entrance/exit potential, and collision energies were 4.0 kilovolts, 60 volts, 10, and 30.0 

respectively for evaluation of retention times for testosterone, 17β-estradiol, as well as steroid 

intermediates (Table 5).  Low/high mass resolution for testosterone and estrogen were 10, and 

2.5 respectively.  Average retention times were obtained and these values were then used to 

determine ppb concentrations of steroid hormones in each sample of mouse plasma.  

Table 5: List of the steroid hormones analyzed in this thesis study, retention times for each, 
capillary potential, de-clustering potential, collision energies, and entry and exit potentials for 
each analyte.  

Steroid MRM 
Transition 

Retention Time 
(min.) 

CAP 
(kv) 

DP 
(v) 

CE EP 

D9-Progestin 345 > 112 12.48 ± 0.25 4.0 6.0 30 10 
Progesterone 345 > 112 12.53 ± 0.25 4.0 6.0 30 10 
Pregnenalone 332 > 86 12.64 ± 0.25 4.0 6.0 30 10 
DHEA 304 > 213 10.54 ± 0.25 4.0 6.0 30 10 
17α -
OHProgesterone 

360 > 112 10.76 ± 0.25 4.0 6.0 30 10 

Testosterone 304 > 124 10.92 ± 0.25 4.0 6.0 30 10 
D-3 Estradiol 509 > 170 16.75 ± 0.25 4.0 6.0 30 10 
Estradiol 506 > 170 16.78 ± 0.25 4.0 6.0 30 10 
Estrone 504 > 170 16.34 ± 0.25 4.0 6.0 30 10 
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3.3 Results 

 The primary data for analysis of steroid hormone standards, listed in Figure A.2,  

indicated a correlation coefficient of r2 values between 0.77 and 0.99 for the strength of linear 

dependence between x and y.  This readout was used a level of quality control for accuracy of 

steroid hormone levels measured in mouse plasma samples. The correlation between the levels 

(ppb) of each steroid hormone analyte measured in the plasma samples, and the increase in 

naphthalene doses was compared using a One-way ANOVA test, (GraphPad Prism version 5.0, 

p<0.05*).  The lowest limits of quantification values (L-LOQ) (given in ppb) of selected steroid 

hormones were between 0.039 and 2.5 ppb, as stated earlier in this thesis.   These values were 

provided to indicate the lowest concentration of an analyte within the plasma samples that the 

analyzer is able to quantify (detect).  Samples below detection (Table A.1) of the selected 

hormones, the LOQ value for the selected analyte was assigned to allow for statistical analysis.  

The results of the statistical analysis indicated that there was no statistically significant 

difference between steroid hormone levels of progesterone, estrone, estradiol, testosterone, 

17alphaOH-progestrone, DHEA, or pregenenolone in the plasma samples for doses of 

naphthalene between 0.2 mg/kg/day and 25 mg/kg/day, when compared to DMSO control dose.  

The data also indicated that the increase in dosing concentrations did not cause a significant 

change in steroid hormone levels.  There was no statistically significant correlation between 

plasma concentrations of steroid hormones and increase in dosing volumes from DMSO control 

to 25-mg/kg/day of naphthalene (Figure 11 A-G). 
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Figure 11 A-G: One way ANOVA; Kruskal-Wallis test, p<0.05* (GraphPad Prism version 
5.0). Results show that there is no statistically significant relationship between plasma 
concentrations of selected analytes, over A-E sample dosing concentrations. The error bars 
represent standard deviations from the mean concentration (ppb) of analytes in the samples.  
Legend for all plots (A-G) provided in figure 11A. 

A 
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3.4  Discussion 

 Previous literature indicating the increased availability and toxicity of naphthalene, led to 

this chapter of the study, which focused on the potential for naphthalene to alter in vivo 

steroidogenesis.  Given the previous research stating that dose ranges of PAHs between 10 

mg/kg/day and 150 mg/kg/day caused behavioral, endocrine, or physiological effects in rats, an 

attempt was made to investigate the effects of naphthalene on steroidogenesis.  The goal was to 

characterize dosing concentrations that would elicit a metabolic response, but would not cause 

lethality to the mice used in this study.  The exact mechanism of action of the compound would 

be unknown, however the literature suggests that naphthalene competes with estrogen 

compounds at nuclear binding sites, and that the compound mimics the estrogen molecule. 

The hormones selected for the study, 17alpha-OH-progestrone, pregnenolone, DHEA, 

testosterone, progesterone, estrone, and estradiol, gave the most promising data and were used 

fort statistical analysis using a One-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test (p<0.05*).  The mouse 

study conducted in this thesis, with 21 Swiss Webster male mice, tested the production of the 

selected hormones following naphthalene dosing. Data gathered from the mouse study indicated 

that at doses of naphthalene ranging from 0.2 mg/kg/day up to 25 mg/kg/day, there was no 

stepwise change in steroid hormone production.  The results of the study indicated that there was 

no statistically significant consistency between the plasma concentrations of selected analytes, 

and the increasing naphthalene concentrations (figure 11A-G).  As it was hypothesized in this 

thesis that naphthalene would not change the in vivo murine concentrations of steroid hormones, 

the results supported this hypothesis by reflecting no significant changes in steroid hormone 

production.  Future research efforts could focus on higher doses of naphthalene, and 

investigating the physiological changes following a variety of other PAH molecule exposures 
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(e.g. benzo (a) pyrene and fluroanthene).  Extending the length of the in vivo study may be 

beneficial to elucidating naphthalene’s effects on steroidogenesis, in lieu of the time required for 

steroid hormone production to occur (days). Studying the change in steroid hormone sensitive 

cells and/or tissues such as the uterus, testes, and sperm cell production, following PAH 

exposure would be another opportunity to expand data on histological changes following PAH 

exposure.   

Behavioral changes were not studied specifically however, there were notable aggressive 

tendencies found in mice housed in the 5 mg/kg/day dosing cage that was not found in the other 

dosing cages, this would also be an interesting topic for a biological study and should be 

investigated further.  Previous studies mentioned earlier in this thesis found notable behavioral 

changes in mice and rabbits, indicating possible neurotoxicity following naphthalene exposures.  

Studying the estrogenic properties of selected PAHs, to include the increase in uterine wet 

weight as well as hypertrophy in luminal epithelium (Kummer et al., 2008), and exploring the 

behavioral changes that may occur as a result of these phenomenon would be an intriguing topic 

of study for future research.  Exploring the mechanistic approach to the increase in the 

expression of the ER following PAH exposure would expand data on the specific modes of 

actions for the compounds. 

The research presented within this thesis is an attempt to identify the in vivo effects of 

naphthalene on murine production of steroid hormones.  It provides a base for future research for 

those investigating the effects of PAH toxicants on neuronal and endocrine systems.  Ultimately 

the clinical impact of PAHs should be explored to expand the data on the specific impact of the 

chemicals on key systems within the body, and the potential hazards (e.g. cancer, system failure, 

and death) associated with exposure to selected PAHs.   
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CHAPTER 4 

CONNECTION BETWEEN ENDOCRINE AND NEUROLOGICAL EFFECTS  

THAT OCCUR FOLLOWING PAH EXPOSURE 

4.1     Conclusion 

 The studies conducted in this thesis, sought to test hypotheses questioning the effects of 

naphthalene, an environmental toxicant, on neural activity and endocrine function.  The previous 

studies that indentified PAHs as endocrine disrupters (Santodonato, 1997), and evaluated the 

neurological effects on animal models following PAH exposure (EPA, 1998), were used as a 

platform for the studies conducted in this thesis.  Characteristics of PAH compounds such as 

anti-estrogenic behaviors demonstrated by inhibition in the development of estrogen-dependent 

cell lines (Arcaro et al., 1999), and the presence of ER on the frontal cortex (Mize et al., 2001), 

led to studies in this thesis aiming to draw a connection between neurological and endocrine 

effects of PAH exposures.   

A study conducted by Mize et al. (2001) indicated that estrogens acting in frontal cortex 

neurons produced rapid receptor-mediated responses.  Data displayed that frontal cortex neurons 

showed a response to naphthalene within minutes of introducing the chemical to the cells.  The 

in vitro data showed that at 8 ppm of naphthalene increased the mean spikes/minute.  The results 

from the in vitro study conducted in this thesis also indicated that there was a noted decrease in 

neural activity, following doses of naphthalene as low as 32 ppm.  At doses between ~ 106 ppm 

to 160 ppm naphthalene of our in vitro study, there was a significant loss in neural activity 

(>50%), and according to Linick (1983), signs of neurotoxicity presented at as low as 20 ppb 

naphthalene in vivo.  The in vivo data from this thesis study, suggested that at dose ranges 

between 0.2 ppm to 25 ppm of naphthalene there was no statistically significant change in steroid 
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hormone production.  According to the EPA (1998), doses ranging from 50 ppm to 150 ppm of 

naphthalene caused signs of neurotoxicity in mice. The in vivo and in vitro results indicate that 

naphthalene may not be working via the estrogen receptor on frontal cortex neurons.   

The response to naphthalene for in vitro studies was on the scale of minutes while 

steroidogenesis occurs on the scale of days.  Although there are steroid hormone mediated 

surface receptors, the results from this thesis study indicated that naphthalene’s in vitro response 

might be ion-mediated.  Furthermore, upon blocking the GABA receptor via the use of 

bicuculline in some of our in vitro studies, the mechanistic actions of naphthalene were further 

elucidated.  The results indicated that a marked decrease in mean spikes per minute occurred 

when bicuculline was not used in the study, suggesting that naphthalene may work through the 

GABA receptor in frontal cortex neurons.  The results also suggested that this is not 

naphthalene’s only mode of action for inhibiting neural activity as indicated by the studies where 

bicuculline was not used, and neural activity was still inhibited.  Future research could seek to 

answer the question, whether PAHs alter endocrine and neurological function at environmentally 

relevant doses. 
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APPENDIX 

SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES AND FIGURES
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Figure A.1: Methods for assembly of neuronal networks for the extracellular recording, and 
how data is evaluated and converted into mean spikes per minute.  “A” Provides a picture of 
the steps involved in assembly of recording chamber. The Plexon program used for the 
extracellular recording, can automatically assign channels (active neurons), or this can be 
done manually.  Once the channels have been assigned, each time a neuron crosses threshold, 
a timestamp is assigned. “B” Depicts how timestamps are then converted into a spike rate.  
Spike rates can then be used to evaluate spike and bursting patterns, or to create dose 
response curves in chemical exposure studies. 
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Table A.1, A-G: List of steroid hormone analytes measured in each plasma sample A-E. 
Chart shows the dose corresponding to sample letter (E-A), raw ppb values from LC-MS/MS, 
lowest observable quantity (LOQ) detectable by LC-MS/MS, and LOQ corrected value for 
raw ppb values below detection (highlighted). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Progesterone: 

 LOQ for Progesterone = 0.156 ppb  

Dose corresponding to 
sample letter Samples Raw ppb 

LOQ 
corrected 

ppb 

DMSO CONTROL E1 0.217 0.217 

DMSO CONTROL E2 0.190 0.190 

DMSO CONTROL E3 0.363 0.363 

DMSO CONTROL E4 0.100 0.156 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D1  0 0.156 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D2 0.531 0.531 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D3 2.529 2.529 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D4 1.795 1.795 

1 MG/KG/DAY C1 0.602 0.602 

1 MG/KG/DAY C2 0.066 0.156 

1 MG/KG/DAY C3 0.277 0.277 

1 MG/KG/DAY C4 0.464 0.464 

5 MG/KG/DAY B1 0.124 0.156 

5 MG/KG/DAY B2 0.124 0.156 

5 MG/KG/DAY B3 2.158 2.158 

5 MG/KG/DAY B4 2.726 2.726 

A 
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25 MG/KG/DAY A1 0.024 0.156 

25 MG/KG/DAY A2 0.218 0.218 

25 MG/KG/DAY A3 0.905 0.905 

25 MG/KG/DAY A4 1.121 1.121 

25 MG/KG/DAY A5 0.394 0.394 

 

Estrone: 

 LOQ for Estrone = 0.156 ppb  

Dose corresponding to 
sample letter Samples Raw ppb 

LOQ 
corrected 

ppb 

DMSO CONTROL E1 0.163 0.163 

DMSO CONTROL E2 0.233 0.233 

DMSO CONTROL E3 0.315 0.315 

DMSO CONTROL E4 0.306 0.306 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D1 0.088 0.088 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D2 0.371 0.371 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D3 0.777 0.777 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D4 0.113 0.156 

1 MG/KG/DAY C1 0.163 0.163 

1 MG/KG/DAY C2 0.011 0.156 

1 MG/KG/DAY C3 0.077 0.156 

1 MG/KG/DAY C4 0.059 0.156 

5 MG/KG/DAY B1 0.084 0.156 

5 MG/KG/DAY B2 0.702 0.702 

5 MG/KG/DAY B3 0.144 0.156 

B 
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5 MG/KG/DAY B4 0 0.156 

25 MG/KG/DAY A1 0.099 0.156 

25 MG/KG/DAY A2 0.046 0.156 

25 MG/KG/DAY A3 1.101 1.101 

25 MG/KG/DAY A4 0.231 0.231 

25 MG/KG/DAY A5 0.125 0.156 

 

Estradiol 

 LOQ for Estradiol = 0.156 ppb  

Dose corresponding to 
sample letter Samples Raw ppb 

LOQ 
corrected 

ppb 

DMSO CONTROL E1 0 0.156 

DMSO CONTROL E2 0 0.156 

DMSO CONTROL E3 0 0.156 

DMSO CONTROL E4 0 0.156 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D1 0 0.156 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D2 0 0.156 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D3 0 0.156 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D4 0 0.156 

1 MG/KG/DAY C1 0 0.156 

1 MG/KG/DAY C2 2.169 2.169 

1 MG/KG/DAY C3 0 0.156 

1 MG/KG/DAY C4 0 0.156 

5 MG/KG/DAY B1 0 0.156 

5 MG/KG/DAY B2 1.218 1.218 

C 
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5 MG/KG/DAY B3 0 0.156 

5 MG/KG/DAY B4 0 0.156 

25 MG/KG/DAY A1 0 0.156 

25 MG/KG/DAY A2 0 0.156 

25 MG/KG/DAY A3 0 0.156 

25 MG/KG/DAY A4 0.407 0.407 

25 MG/KG/DAY A5 0 0.156 

 

Testosterone: 

 LOQ for Testosterone = 0.039 ppb  

Dose corresponding to 
sample letter Samples Raw ppb 

LOQ 
corrected 

ppb 

DMSO CONTROL E1 7.548 7.548 

DMSO CONTROL E2 1.189 1.189 

DMSO CONTROL E3 0.240 0.240 

DMSO CONTROL E4 0.201 0.201 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D1 7.295 7.295 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D2 9.282 9.282 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D3 0.631 0.631 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D4 0.615 0.615 

1 MG/KG/DAY C1 2.528 2.528 

1 MG/KG/DAY C2 1.574 1.574 

1 MG/KG/DAY C3 0.716 0.716 

1 MG/KG/DAY C4 0.489 0.489 

5 MG/KG/DAY B1 0.546 0.546 

D 
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5 MG/KG/DAY B2 0.442 0.442 

5 MG/KG/DAY B3 0.825 0.825 

5 MG/KG/DAY B4 0.718 0.718 

25 MG/KG/DAY A1 1.096 1.096 

25 MG/KG/DAY A2 1.315 1.315 

25 MG/KG/DAY A3 0.541 0.541 

25 MG/KG/DAY A4 4.760 4.760 

25 MG/KG/DAY A5 0.268 0.268 

 

17alphaOH-progesterone: 

 
LOQ for 17alphaOH-progesterone = 
2.5 ppb  

Dose corresponding to 
sample letter Samples Raw ppb 

LOQ 
corrected 

ppb 

DMSO CONTROL E1 0 2.500 

DMSO CONTROL E2 0 2.500 

DMSO CONTROL E3 1.237 2.500 

DMSO CONTROL E4 0 2.500 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D1 0 2.500 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D2 0 2.500 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D3 0 2.500 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D4 0 2.500 

1 MG/KG/DAY C1 0 2.500 

1 MG/KG/DAY C2 0.136 2.500 

1 MG/KG/DAY C3 0 2.500 

1 MG/KG/DAY C4 0 2.500 

E 
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5 MG/KG/DAY B1 0.387 2.500 

5 MG/KG/DAY B2 0.473 2.500 

5 MG/KG/DAY B3 5.043 5.043 

5 MG/KG/DAY B4 0 2.500 

25 MG/KG/DAY A1 0 2.500 

25 MG/KG/DAY A2 0.547 2.500 

25 MG/KG/DAY A3 1.275 2.500 

25 MG/KG/DAY A4 1.234 2.500 

25 MG/KG/DAY A5 0 2.500 

 

DHEA: 

 LOQ for DHEA = 1.25 ppb  

Dose corresponding to 
sample letter Samples Raw ppb 

LOQ 
corrected 

ppb 

DMSO CONTROL E1 0 1.250 

DMSO CONTROL E2 0 1.250 

DMSO CONTROL E3 0.934 1.250 

DMSO CONTROL E4 0.491 1.250 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D1 0 1.250 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D2 0.258 1.250 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D3 0.651 1.250 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D4 0.454 1.250 

1 MG/KG/DAY C1 0.289 1.250 

1 MG/KG/DAY C2 0.705 1.250 

1 MG/KG/DAY C3 0.041 1.250 

F 
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1 MG/KG/DAY C4 0.302 1.250 

5 MG/KG/DAY B1 0 1.250 

5 MG/KG/DAY B2 1.937 1.937 

5 MG/KG/DAY B3 0.091 1.250 

5 MG/KG/DAY B4 0 1.250 

25 MG/KG/DAY A1 0 1.250 

25 MG/KG/DAY A2 0.558 1.250 

25 MG/KG/DAY A3 1.410 1.410 

25 MG/KG/DAY A4 0 1.250 

25 MG/KG/DAY A5 0.625 1.250 

 

Pregnenolone: 

 LOQ for Pregnenolone = 0.078 ppb  

Dose corresponding to 
sample letter Samples Raw ppb 

LOQ 
corrected 

ppb 

DMSO CONTROL E1 2.761 2.761 

DMSO CONTROL E2 2.378 2.378 

DMSO CONTROL E3 7.915 7.915 

DMSO CONTROL E4 1.378 1.378 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D1 1.662 1.662 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D2 8.012 8.012 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D3 14.812 14.812 

0.2 MG/KG/DAY D4 4.676 4.676 

1 MG/KG/DAY C1 3.102 3.102 

1 MG/KG/DAY C2 14.052 14.052 

G 
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1 MG/KG/DAY C3 0.965 0.965 

1 MG/KG/DAY C4 1.233 1.233 

5 MG/KG/DAY B1 3.773 3.773 

5 MG/KG/DAY B2 15.84 15.84 

5 MG/KG/DAY B3 1.144 1.144 

5 MG/KG/DAY B4 1.409 1.409 

25 MG/KG/DAY A1 0.774 0.774 

25 MG/KG/DAY A2 7.001 7.001 

25 MG/KG/DAY A3 11.793 11.793 

25 MG/KG/DAY A4 8.769 8.769 

25 MG/KG/DAY A5 6.010 6.010 
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Figure A.2, A-C: Data output from LC-MS/MS analysis showing standard curve for steroid 
hormone standards, and correlation coefficients for each analyte (r, r2; correlation 
coefficients). 

A 
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